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a b s t r a c t
An experimental dynamic vibration test using a non-contact scanning laser vibrometer is performed in
order to extract the deflection shapes of two aluminium beams containing a notch cut out with a mill
and two carbon/epoxy composite beams containing an impact damage of different severities. All of the
beams are subjected to the clamped-clamped boundary conditions. These shapes are used as an input
in a continuous wavelet transform technique for damage detection. In total, 78 wavelet functions with
scale factors from 1 till 128 are used for the aluminium beams, whereas deflection shapes for composite
beams are obtained in two dimensions, thus a two-dimensional wavelet transform is employed using 16
wavelet functions, all at scales from1 till 16. The scale, which is most suitable for damage identification, is
found by calculating standardized damage index and the parameter called damage estimate reliability for
the scales under investigation. Another method, based on mode shape curvature squares, is also applied
to identify the damage. A baseline data of deflection shapes at a healthy state is not required for both
methods to work. Damage identification results are compared for both methods. To assess the robustness
of an algorithm involving both methods, different sensor densities are simulated by reducing the input
deflection shapes by integer factors.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Demands for structural integrity of different civil and engineering structures have grown over the years. This can be mainly
attributed to the increasing complexity and size of such structures
as civil buildings, skyscrapers, bridges, dams, stadiums, tunnels
and industrial facilities. Also, these structures may have to operate
in aggressive environments. The consequences of a structural failure are often tragic and involve serious financial investments.
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an emerging field in civil,
mechanical and aerospace communities offering a potential to
replace the existing structural inspections that are expensive,
time-consuming and not always effective.
A wide variety of different damage identification methods is
available. In source [1] a rotational field of statically loaded
clamped-free and free-free aluminium beams has been measured
using a speckle shear interferometric technique. From these measurements transverse force and bending moment were obtained
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: Rims.Janeliukstis_1@rtu.lv (R. Janeliukstis).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.measurement.2017.02.005
0263-2241/Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

through successive differentiation of a rotational field for healthy
structure and the one containing two cuts. Damage indicators
characterized by rotation field, displacement, bending moment
and shear force were calculated using the differences in these
parameters for healthy and damage structure. Researchers in [2]
applied an X-ray computed tomography to study the slip motion
of laminate constituents in glass fibre reinforced epoxy composites, subjected to impact damage. They concluded that this slip
leads to dissipation of energy and hence the increase of damping.
One of the most popular classes of SHM methods is based on
structural vibrations. These methods rely on the fact that dynamic
characteristics, namely, resonant frequencies, mode shapes and
damping are influenced by the stiffness of the structure. Extensive
literature reviews on this topic can be found in [3,4]. Several studies [5–7] have shown that mode shape transformations have been
proved to be highly sensitive to damage and could be used for
damage detection and quantification. The most serious shortcoming of those methods, however, is a necessity for a baseline data
of a healthy structure, which many times are difficult or even
impossible to obtain. This issue can be solved either by employing
Gapped Smoothing Techniques to simulate a healthy structure by
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generation of a smoothed surface of mode shape curvature or using
Wavelet Transform (WT) technique. In 1980s WT was mainly used
for signal singularity detection [8], signal de-noising and image
compression [9]. The first study of damage detection based on
wavelet-transformed vibration data of buildings caused by underground trains and road traffic was first carried out by Newland in
1990s [8,10,11]. According to [12] damage detection methods
can be classified into 4 levels:





Level
Level
Level
Level

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sensing the presence of damage in the structure;
Localizing the damage in the structure;
Quantifying the extent of damage;
Predicting the remaining service life of the structure.

WT is at least Level 2 damage detection method – it is able not
only to sense the damage but also to localize it.
WT has been applied in fault diagnostics of bearing in mechanical systems [13–17]. Fei et al. [13] calculated relative energies of
4th layer wavelet decomposition coefficients of vibration signals
obtained from a damaged bearing. This data was later used as a
diagnostic feature of a damage fault. Yan et al. [14] proposed a
wavelet function selection procedure for Wavelet Packet Transform technique to assess the damage. Combet et al. [15] proposed
an integrated modulus of wavelet bicoherence based on Morlet
wavelet to extract the tooth damage features from a vibration signal of a faulty gear.
Choi et al. [18] employed a laser to visualize ultrasonic wave
propagation in metal welding. They wavelet-transformed the
images of wave propagation and exploited the wavelet scalogram
to enhance the visibility of damage by focusing on the frequency,
that is characteristic to damage-inducing waves.
1-D Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) has also been successfully used in damage localization in beam structures containing not only single damage [19–25] but multiple damages as
well [26,27]. Gokdag et al. [19] combined both, CWT and Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) to extract the damage features form
vibration modes of a beam. Authors used the symlet wavelets of
different orders to test the Modal Assurance Criterion involving
damaged and healthy modes. Xu et al. [21] performed a CWT technique to detect crack tips in beams with horizontally embedded
cracks using Gaussian wavelets of orders 2 and 3. Montanari
et al. [22] applied a padding method to reduce the edge effects of
measured vibration modes of a beam. This method was based on
a definition of extension functions to fit the original noisy data
applying the least squares algorithm and afterwards a CWT was
used to detect the damage using this modified data. In [24]
Janeliukstis et al. performed a CWT on aluminium beams subjected
to clamped-clamped and free-free boundary conditions, while in
[25] researchers used this procedure on polymer composite beams.
In both cases CWT algorithm showed promising damage identification results, however a suitable wavelet function had to be chosen
based on damage estimate reliability versus wavelet scale analysis.
An extensive work on damage localization in various composite
structures using spatial wavelet transform has been done by Katunin et al. [28–30]. In [28] a simulation of damage detection in laminated CFRP rotor blades with a non-linear geometry was carried
out using different variations of 2-D WT. It was found that DWT
with the employment of B-spline wavelets showed better results
compared to other WT techniques. In [29] an experimental modal
analysis was performed to obtain mode shapes of sandwich composite structures and impact damages that occur most frequently
in a manufacturing and service process of a structure were
artificially made. A sensitivity of a so-called fractional 2-D WT
was proved by successfully locating the damage using fractional
B-spline wavelets. Low velocity impact induced damage in composite plates was identified in [30]. Damage detection performed

using non-separable quincunx wavelets was compared with ultrasonic C-scans of the plates. It was found that these damage patterns were similar.
This study aims at comparing a performance of two methods –
Mode Shape Curvature Squares (MSCS) and Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CWT) with a spatial variable widely used in damage
detection and localization in beam structure. The drawback of
MSCS method – a need for the data of the healthy structure – is
solved using an interpolation technique with a Fourier series
approximation, simulating smooth mode shape curvature curve
of the healthy beams. The maximum value of a damage index
which is calculated as an absolute difference between square of
the measured curvature and the smoothed approximation indicates the location and size of the damage. Applicability and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms are demonstrated
experimentally on aluminium beams containing single mill-cut
damage and composite beams with an impact damage, all subjected to clamped-clamped boundary conditions.
The paper is structured as follows. The first section is devoted to
literature review along with the statement of the problem, while
the damage identification algorithms with CWT and MSCS methods for one- and two-dimensional structures are described in second section. Description of experimental measurements of
deflection shapes of damaged aluminium and composite beams,
as well as application of impact and ultrasonic inspection of composite beams are given in section three, while respective results of
measured deflection shapes, ultrasonic images of damage depth,
scale selection (CWT method) and damage localization for aluminium and composite beams are analysed in section four, followed by conclusions in section five.
2. Methods
2.1. Continuous Wavelet Transform
Wavelets are special functions comprising of small oscillations
with a zero mean. Wavelet Transform (WT) is a digital signal processing technique, capable of managing analysis of continuous as
well as transient signals in time domain.
In Structural Health Monitoring this technique is employed to
transform a signal of accelerating structure or structural part in
time domain to a set of two simultaneous domains (time and frequency (which is associated with a wavelet scale)) where additional data analysis is possible to reveal the damaged portion of
analysed signal. However, WT may also be successfully applied in
spatial analysis, replacing the time variable with a respective spatial coordinate [10]. Constraining ourselves to one dimension only,
if wðxÞ is a function of a mother wavelet, then the set of descendent
wavelet functions labelled as ws;b ðxÞ is created by translating
(parameter b) and dilating (parameter s) the wðxÞ as [23,31]:



1
xb
ws;b ðxÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  w
s
jsj

ð1Þ

where parameter s > 0 is called a scale factor. The wavelet is
expanded for 0 < s < 1 and compressed for s > 1 [32]. The coefficients of a CWT are calculated as follows [31,20]

Z
Wðs; bÞ ¼

1

1

f ðxÞws;b ðxÞdx

ð2Þ

where asterisk denotes complex conjugation. Mode shapes exhibiting a decrease of stiffness give rise to discontinuity in a spatial signal f ðxÞ. This effect leads to a sharp increase in amplitude of wavelet
coefficients in a respective part of a signal. According to [33], this
phenomenon is more pronounced at the finest scales of CWT.
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One-dimensional CWT is no longer applicable in cases with a
second spatial dimension, thus CWT in 2 dimensions is used to
capture the location of damage in two-dimensional structures.
The general relation for isotropic wavelets (wavelets, whose properties do not change with angle of rotation) is



ZZ
1
xa yb
f ðx; yÞ  w
;
dxdy
W s;a;b ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s
s
ss
ZZ
¼
f ðx; yÞ  w s; a; bðx; yÞdxdy

ð3Þ

where integration is performed over both dimensions and parameters a and b represent translation along x and y directions,
respectively.
Eq. (2) serves as a basis for a definition of a damage index DI
involving all mode shapes

DIW ðs; i  p1 ; nÞ ¼

Z
L

wði  p1 ; nÞ  ws;i ðxÞdx

ð4Þ

where integration is done over the entire beam’s length L,
wði  p1 ; nÞ is a displacement of the structure in transverse direc1

tion, n is a mode number, ip is number of input mode shape data
points in x direction divided by a factor p which takes values 1–6.
This operation is simulated in order to ascertain the proposed damage identification methodology for varying sensor density. In this
study scale parameter is chosen as to vary from 1 to 128
(s = 1:128). In case of two-dimensional CWT, the integration is performed over surface of the structure.
A large variety of different wavelet functions is present in wavelet analysis. These functions are grouped in families, for example,
daubechies, symlet, coiflet, biothogonal wavelets and more. Members of each family are distinguished by an order of the wavelet
function. These orders may range from 1 to 10 or larger. Taking this
into account, there are many possibilities for WT. Unfortunately,
not all of these functions perform equally well in damage
detection.
In practice, one cannot predict the optimum wavelet function
for damage identification beforehand, therefore 78 different wavelet functions are tested, and all of them are available in MATLABTM
Wavelet Toolbox. These wavelets include families of daubechies,
gaus, symlet, coiflet, biorthogonal, reverse biorthogonal, complex
gaus, complex morlet and Shannon wavelets, as well as haar, morlet, meyer, discrete meyer and Mexican hat individual wavelets. A
number given next to the wavelet name indicates the order (number of vanishing moments) of the wavelet (refer to Table 1).
In real experimental conditions measured deflection shapes are
inevitably polluted by noise thus causing local perturbations. This
malevolent effect can oftentimes mislead a data interpreter as
numerous false peaks may appear in damage index profiles. It is
suggested to solve this issue by summing the damage indices over
all deflection shapes N and normalize with respect to the largest
value

DIW ðs; i  p1 Þ ¼

N
1 X
DIW ðs; i  p1 ; nÞ

N n¼1 maxðDIW ðs; i  p1 ; nÞÞ

ð5Þ

A statistical hypothesis approach [34,35] is adopted in order to
classify structural elements as healthy or damaged.
 Damage indices from Eq. (5) serve as an input and a standardization of these indices is performed giving rise to standardized
damage index SDI

SDIW ðs; i  p1 Þ ¼

DIW ðs; i  p1 Þ  lDI ðsÞ
rDI ðsÞ

ð6Þ

where lDI and rDI are mean value and standard deviation of
damage indices in Eq. (5), respectively;
 A null-hypothesis H0 (element i of the structure is healthy) and
an alternate hypothesis H1 (element i of the structure is damaged) are defined;
 The damage is localized depending on a level of confidence for
the presence of damage (90%, 95% and 99%) used in a hypothesis
test which in turn corresponds to a pre-defined value of a SDI
threshold C r (typically 1.28, 2 and 3):
choose H0 if SDIW ðs; i  p1 Þ < C r or choose H1 if SDIW ðs; i  p1 Þ P C r .
2.2. Mode shape curvature squares
The majority of various damage detection methods based on
mode shape transformations require the baseline data of the
healthy structure as a reference for comparison with any future
damage-induced changes of dynamic parameters. In real life this
data is rarely available, especially for structures that are already
in exploitation.
This paper provides means to estimate a state of a healthy
structure through an interpolation technique applying a Fourier
series approximation on a mode shape curvature data of the damaged structure, thus generating smooth mode shape curvature
curves.
The Fourier series is used to describe a periodic signal by splitting it in a harmonic series comprising of sine and cosine terms.
The trigonometric form of Fourier series is

jðxÞ ¼ a0 þ

n
X
ai cosðuxxÞ þ bi sinðuxxÞ

ð7Þ

i¼1

where a0 models a constant (intercept) term in the data and is associated with the i = 0 cosine term, x is the fundamental frequency of
the signal, u is the number of harmonics or order of a series [36].
In this study, the mode shape curvature data of beams is
approximated with Fourier series functions of orders 1–8. The
obtained coefficient values a0 ; ai ; bi and x are used to reconstruct
the approximation of mode shape curvature data using Eq. (7).
The damage index DI is defined as the absolute difference between

Table 1
Short-hand labels of wavelet functions, found in Matlab Toolbox.
haar
meyr
morl
dmey
mexh
db2
db3
db4
db5
db6
db7
db8
db9

db10
coif1
coif2
coif3
coif4
coif5
gaus1
gaus2
gaus3
gaus4
gaus5
gaus6
gaus7

gaus8
sym2
sym3
sym4
sym5
sym6
sym7
sym8
bior1.1
bior1.3
bior1.5
bior2.2
bior2.4

bior2.6
bior2.8
bior3.1
bior3.3
bior3.5
bior3.7
bior3.9
bior4.4
bior5.5
bior6.8
rbio1.1
rbio1.3
rbio1.5

rbio2.2
rbio2.4
rbio2.6
rbio2.8
rbio3.1
rbio3.3
rbio3.5
rbio3.7
rbio3.9
rbio4.4
rbio5.5
rbio6.8
cgau1

cgau2
cgau3
cgau4
cgau5
cmor1-1
cmor1-1.5
cmor1-0.1
cmor1-0.5
shan1-1
shan1-1.5
shan1-0.1
shan1-0.5
shan2-3
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the measured curvature of the damaged structure and reconstruction of the mode shape curvature approximation with Fourier series representing the healthy structure. The locations of abrupt large
amplitude DI increase are attributed a location of damage according to the algorithm. The damage index for all deflection shapes at
a grid point i is expressed as follows



!2

 2
 @ wði  p1 ; nÞ
2
1

DIMSCS ði  p ; nÞ ¼ 

ð
j
ði

p
;
nÞÞ

@x2


1

ð8Þ

where jði  p1 ; nÞ is a reconstructed mode shape curvature data in
one dimension. It must be noted that the value of the calculated
mode shape curvature as well as approximation reconstruction at
grid point are normalized with respect to the largest value of each
component. The calculation of mode shape curvatures is performed
by the central difference approximation of mode shapes at grid
point i as:

@ 2 wði  p1 ; nÞ
@x2
¼

!

2

h

ð9Þ

where h is the distance between two successive nodes or measured
points. For more than one deflection shape used, the damage index
is calculated using Eq. (5). Afterwards, this damage index is also
standardized (refer to Eq. (6)), leading to SDI. DER values are also
obtained.
As already described in Section 2.1, damage localization algorithm is extended to two dimensions to tackle the problem in
plate-type structures.
The mode shape curvature of a healthy structure has a smooth
surface and is obtained by a polynomial approximation. This procedure is carried out using a mode shape curvature of a damaged
structure and applying a least-squares fitting technique with the
following steps at each data point [37]:
 Regression weights are calculated using a tri-cube function:


 !3
x  xi 3

1  
dðxÞ 

ð10Þ

where x is a predictor value to be smoothed, xi are the nearest
neighbours of x defined by the span, d(x) is the distance along
the abscissa from x to the most distant predictor value within
the span. These weights possess the following properties:
o The data point to be smoothed has the largest weight and the
most influence on the least-squares fit.
o Data points outside the span have no weight and no influence on the fit.
 A weighted linear least-squares regression is carried out.
 The smoothed value is given by the weighted regression at the
predictor value.
Two-dimensional MSCS method is adopted with a following
relation for a damage index for nth mode at a grid point (i, j):

DIni;j
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 @ w
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n
n
þ
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ðk
Þ

ðk
Þ
x ði;jÞ 
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2
2
  @y

 @x
ði;jÞ
ði;jÞ
n

n

3.1. Case 1: Aluminium beams
Specimens under test are two aluminium beams labelled as
Beam 1 and Beam 2 (Fig. 1) with the dimensions of length
L1 = 1250 mm, L2 = 1500 mm, width W1,2 = 50 mm and thickness
T1,2 = 5 mm. A site with a depth of 2 mm and length of Ld1 = 50 mm,
Ld2 = 100 mm at a distance D1 = 750 mm, D2 = 950 mm from one
edge of both beams is artificially cut out using a mill. In this notation, indices ‘‘1” and ‘‘2” correspond to beam numbers, whereas ‘‘d”
corresponds to damage.
The amount of reduction of flexural stiffness after the introduction of damage can be assessed by considering the flexural
stiffness
3

D¼

Eh
ð1  m2 Þ
12

ð12Þ

where E is the Young’s modulus, h is the thickness of a structure and

ðwðði þ 1Þ  p1 ; nÞ  2wði  p1 ; nÞ þ wðði  1Þ  p1 ; nÞÞ

wi ¼

3. Experimental

ð11Þ

where kx , ky are smoothed mode shape curvature surfaces in x and y
direction, respectively. Mode shape curvatures in x and y directions
are computed using Eq. (9) where index j instead of i is used for the
calculation of mode shape curvature in y direction.

m is the Poisson’s ratio. By examining Eq. (12), the only conse-

quences of damage are a variation of thickness in a region of damage. Therefore, the reduction of stiffness is 78.4%.
The resonance frequencies and corresponding deflection shapes
of the beams are measured using a POLYTEC PSV-400-B scanning
laser vibrometer. POLYTEC system consists of a PSV-I-400 LR optical scanning head equipped with a sensitive vibrometer sensor
(OFV-505), OFV-5000 controller, PSV-E-400 junction box, a Bruel
& Kjaer type 2732 amplifier, and a computer system with a data
acquisition board and PSV software (Fig. 2).
The following procedure is required for a PSV acquisition
system:
 Define the outer edges of a testing object;
 Depending on the geometry of an object set up a scanning
grid consisting of points in one or two dimensions to
uniformly cover the testing object. The density of points in
either direction can be varied. Vibrations of a structure are measured in these points, in normal direction to the surface of the
structure.
Both ends of beams are fixed (clamped) (10 mm from both
sides) using two vices with a clamping torque of 20 N m. A periodic
chirp signal generated by internal function generator is sent to a
piezoelectric element which is used as an actuator to excite the
beams. After the measurement has been performed in one point,
the vibrometer automatically moves the laser beam to a successive
point of the scan grid, measures the response using the Doppler
principle and validates the measurement with the signal-to-noise
ratio. During the measurement the photo-detector (highly sensitive digital decoder VD-07), measures the time dependant vibration velocity. After the measurements have been performed at
each point, the averaged time response is transformed to the frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform giving as a result Frequency Response Function. Further post-processing of the data
(e.g. integration) gives the displacement deflection shapes. More
details about the proper arrangement of the experimental set-up
can be found in [38–40].
After the frequency response function and resonant frequencies
have been obtained, the beams are excited by a periodic sine wave
signal which is tuned to a frequency corresponding to each of the
resonant frequencies. This is done in order to obtain the deflection
shapes, each containing 149 measurement points. Set-up parameters used for frequency response function measurements are
shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 1. Tested aluminium beams.

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up.

Table 2
Values of vibrational scanning parameters for both aluminium beams.
Scan parameter

Bandwidth (Hz)

Resolution (mHz)

FFT lines

Sample frequency (Hz)

Signal amplitude (V)

Beam
Beam
Beam
Beam

1600
1600
1600
1600

500
250
250
250

3200
6400
6400
6400

4096
4096
4096
4096

6
7
2
9

1
1
2
2

damaged
healthy
damaged
healthy

Fig. 3. Two composite beams cut out from a plate.

3.2. Case 2: Composite beams
In order to ascertain the damage localization algorithm for various types and severities of damage, two laminated carbon composite beams of different length are also considered. These
beams are cut out from a carbon/epoxy plate as shown in Fig. 3
along with the corresponding dimensions. The lay-up of the plate
is (0/90/+45/45)s with a ply thickness of 0.3 mm, thus total thickness of the plate is 2.4 mm. The photo of both beams is shown in
Fig. 4.
Both of these beams are subjected to an impact damage as
impact is one of the main failure modes in composite materials,

especially in through the thickness direction [41]. Impact tests
are performed on INSTRON Dynatup 9250 HV drop tower in
Fig. 5. By varying the drop height, the potential energy of an impactor is changed and therefore different impact energies are
obtained. The mass and diameter of an impactor are 20 mm and
2.25 kg, respectively and the beams are fixed by using pneumatic
clamps. For the Beam 1 the impact energy of 15 J is selected and
location of impact is set at the distance Li = 345 mm. For the Beam
2 – 10 J at the distance Li = 175 mm.
In order to assess location and through-thickness depth of damage a pulse-echo ultrasonic imaging technique is used. The pulseecho technique consists in generation of a short impulse of the
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Fig. 4. Photograph of the actual composite beams.

Fig. 5. Schematic of a beam fixed and prepared for an impact in a drop tower.

Table 3
Vibrational scanning parameters for composite beams.
Scan parameter

Bandwidth (Hz)

Resolution (mHz)

FFT lines

Sample frequency (Hz)

Signal amplitude (V)

Beam 1
Beam 2

3200
3200

500
500

6400
6400

8192
8192

8
8

ultrasonic wave by a transmitting transducer. After reflection from
the limiting surface the impulses are recorded by a receiving transducer. If there is damage in the test material, some part of the
ultrasonic wave is reflected from this damage, returns to the
receiving transducer, and is recorded as the echo of the damage.
Another part of the wave passes by the damage, reaches the opposite wall of the tested material, reflects from it, and returns to the
receiver with some delay as the backwall echo. The depth of the
damage is determined based on the time-of-flight, i.e., the relation
between the travel time of an impulse and the ultrasonic wave

velocity. Ultrasonic C-scan images were recorded with a resolution
step of 0.25 mm.
Experimental dynamic tests of composite beams containing an
impact damage are performed in the same manner as those
described in Section 3.1. The composite beams are tested in
clamped-clamped boundary conditions. Set-up parameters for
the testing are shown in Table 3.
The beams are tested as plate structures with consideration of
not only dimension of length but also the width. The scanning grid
for the composite beam 1 consists of 265 points (5  53) and the

Table 4
Resonant frequencies, extracted for both aluminium beams from a vibration test.
Resonant frequency (Hz)
Shape Nr.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

B1 d
B1 h

15.25
15.75

40.50
43.75

87.50
85.00

133.00
144.75

207.00
–

292.50
304.50

380.00
406.50

505.50
524.50

624.50
657.00

762.50
800.25

924.00
965.50

1086.00
1142.50

1264.00
1337.00

1468.50
1491.50

B2 d
B2 h

13.05
15.25

26.75
31.25

58.25
61.00

94.50
102.75

137.00
153.50

198.00
214.50

262.25
285.00

345.50
366.50

421.75
458.50

516.00
558.75

521.50
609.50

636.50
672.00

728.25
792.50

860.25
–

R. Janeliukstis et al. / Measurement 102 (2017) 253–270

Fig. 6. Frequency response functions for aluminium beams. Left: Beam 1, right: Beam 2.

Fig. 7. Deflection shapes for aluminium beam structure at healthy and damaged state. Top: shapes 6 and 14 for Beam 1, bottom: shapes 7 and 12 for Beam 2.
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one for composite beam 2 comprises 175 points (5  35). In total,
10 and 8 deflection shapes are extracted for composite beam 1 and
2, respectively.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Dynamic vibration test
Before the damage is introduced into the beams, these beams
are subjected to the dynamic vibration test in order to store their
deflection shapes for further comparison purposes.
Vibration test results for both aluminium beams, including resonance frequencies of beams at healthy and damaged state at
clamped-clamped boundary conditions (CCBC) are shown in
Table 4 where letter ‘‘B” stands for Beams and ‘‘d” and ‘‘h” – for
damaged and healthy. The respective frequency response functions
are depicted in Fig. 6. It must be noted that the bandwidth in which
vibration test is performed is set to 1600 Hz for both beams. In this
frequency region 14 deflection shapes are identified for Beam 1
and more than 14 – for Beam 2, however, in order to match the

number of deflection shapes, only 14 of them for Beam 2 are
included in this study.
Two deflection shapes corresponding to healthy and damaged
states of both beams are shown in Fig. 7.
As one can see from Fig. 7, there exists a non-zero displacement
at edges of both beams. This effect is due to the fact that first and
last points of scanning grid for dynamic vibration test is set-up
symmetrically at a distance of 5 mm from both clamping vices of
beams.
Deflection shapes of composite beams with mode shape curvatures in x and y dimensions along with corresponding polynomial
fitting of these curvatures are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9, while the
respective resonance frequencies are shown in Table 5.
To evaluate the correspondence between calculated mode
shape curvatures and polynomial least squares fitting of these
curvatures, a correlation coefficient of a mode shape curvaturepolynomial fit pair in each direction is calculated for both beams.
These pairs are highly correlated with correlation coefficient ranging from 95% to 97%, suggesting an appropriate representation of a
smoothed surface to obtain data of a healthy structure.

Correlation coefficient = 0.9110

Correlation coefficient = 0.9456
Fig. 8. Deflection shape 2 for composite beam 1 at damaged state with mode shape curvatures in x and y directions and polynomial fitting of these curvatures.
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Correlation coefficient = 0.9506

Correlation coefficient = 0.9825
Fig. 9. Deflection shape 3 for composite beam 2 at damaged state with mode shape curvatures in x and y directions and polynomial fitting of these curvatures.

Table 5
Resonance frequencies (Hz) for both composite beams.
Shape Nr.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Beam 1
Beam 2

136.5

263.0
517.5

408.5
806.5

654.0
1156.0

890.5
1242.0

1220.5
1481.0

1398.5
1975.0

1813.5
2377.0

2162.0
2848.0

2417.0

4.2. Ultrasonic inspection
Results of ultrasonic inspection are presented in Fig. 10.
Based on the Ultrasonic C-scan images for the DER calculations
it is assumed that the starting position of damage is 320 mm while
the ending position is 370 mm for composite beam 1. The respective positions for composite beam 2 are 150 mm and 200 mm.
4.3. Damage detection performance assessment
4.3.1. CWT
A new damage metric, called damage estimate reliability (DER)
is introduced in an attempt to quantify the performance of each of
wavelet functions in terms of the reliability of damage localization.

For a one-dimensional problem DER is calculated by splitting the
whole length of an object (beam in our case) into 2 parts:
 (a) – the zone of damage:
 (b) – the rest of the object.
These two zones are identified based on a priori knowledge
about the exact location of damage.
In each of these parts standardized damage indices are
summed up and divided by the number of sample points yielding
an average standardized damage index SDIW ðs; i  p1 Þ in a
respective part. DER is a ratio of an average SDI in part (a) divided
by an average SDI in all parts combined and expressed in percentage as:
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Fig. 10. Images of ultrasonic scanning for both composite beams.

Table 6
Maximum DER values for best wavelet function (aluminium beams).
p

Number of points

1
2
3
4
5
6

149
75
50
38
30
25

DERðsÞ ¼
¼

1
gp1



1
Ip1



Beam 1
cmor1-1
DER (%)

Scale

DER (%)

Scale

88.34
85.73
86.42
85.68
82
78.98

9
5
3
2
1
1

84.48
84.50
81.07
73.85
69.18
70.55

12
6
4
4
3
3

Pg

1
i¼1 SDI W ðs; i  p Þ
PI
1
i¼1 SDI W ðs; i  p Þ

SDIW ðs; i  p1 Þa
SDIW ðs; i  p1 Þb

 100%

 100%

ð13Þ

where g is the number of SDI sample points in the zone of damage,
whereas I is the total number of SDI sample points along the beams.
The expression for DER corresponding to two-dimensions is given
as

DERðsÞ ¼ 100% 

ðJ  IÞ1
ðM 

PJ PI

i¼1 SDI i;j
j¼1
1 PJ PI
NÞ
i¼1 SDI i;j
j¼1

Beam 2
cmor1-1

ð14Þ

where I and J are numbers of SDI sample points in the zone of damage in x and y directions, respectively, whereas M and N are the total
number of SDI points in x and y directions.

SDI distributions are calculated for all 78 wavelets, each at 128
scale parameters (aluminium beams) and for 16 wavelets in twodimensions, each at 16 scale parameters (composite beams). A
DER value corresponding to each scale is calculated. As for MSCS
method, the same SDI arrays are calculated for each of Fourier series approximation functions. For both methods, only function with
highest DER value is selected and applied for further analysis.
DER results, calculated at each sensor density p are summarized
in Table 6.
As one can see, the wavelet function with the best performance
is complex morlet wavelet of order 1–1 with a DER value of 88.34%
at sensor density p = 1 and scale 9 for Beam 1. The overall trend is
for DER values as well as respective scales to decrease with
decreasing sensor density – the difference in DER values between
highest and lowest sensor densities is 9.36%.
As for Beam 2, the behaviour of DER values with associated
scales resembles the one for Beam 1 – maximum DER values and
respective scale parameters decrease with decreasing sensor

Fig. 11. DER histogram for all wavelets for aluminium beams. Left: Beam 1. Right: Beam 2.
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Table 7
Statistical characteristics of damage identification experiment for CWT method.
DERmax (%) wavelet

DERmin (%) wavelet

DER (%)

rDER (%)

Beam 1

88.34
cmor1-1

58.84
db10

79.28

6.30

Beam 2

84.48
cmor1-1

53.46
db10

72.91

7.60

Fig. 12. DER vs scale plots at p = 1, 3 and 6 (aluminium beams). Left: Beam 1, right: Beam 2.

density. In this case, the DER drop between the highest and the
lowest sensor densities is 13.93%. The wavelet function with top
performance is again complex morlet of order 1–1.
Histograms depicting damage identification performance of all
78 wavelet functions are constructed for both beams and shown
in Fig. 11. The number of bins is 23 for Beam 1 and 25 for Beam
2. Bins are built with a step of 2%. Out of these bins the performance of most wavelets is concentrated in the bin 77:79% (16
wavelets) for Beam 1, while the respective bin for Beam 2 is
76:78% (16 wavelets).
The main statistical measures regarding this DER histogram are
shown in Table 7 along with respective wavelet functions.

Overall DER values are lower than those for numerical simulations. This is expected due to measurement noise. As in
numerical simulations, the best performing wavelet turns out
to be complex morlet of order 1–1 for both beams, while the
least performing wavelet is Daubechies of order 10 again for
both beams.
DER versus scale plots for both aluminium beams are shown in
Fig. 12. This behaviour is shown only for sensor densities p = 1, 3, 6.
With increasing p, smoothness of DER curves decreases. There is
clearly a smooth region of DER at scales s < 60. For coarser sensor
grids, perturbations in DER profiles are introduced, smoothness
decreases and DER dependence on scale becomes more chaotic,

Table 8
Maximum DER values and corresponding scales for all wavelets (composite beams). Best and worst performances are marked with green and red, respectively.
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Fig. 13. DER parameters versus scale for best and worst wavelets (composite beams). Left: composite beam 1, right: composite beam 2.

Table 9
Statistical characteristics of damage identification for MSCS method (aluminium beam).
DERmax (%) function

DERmin (%) function

DER (%)

rDER (%)

Beam 1

93.19
F1

91.53
F8

92.59

0.70

Beam 2

89.41
F3

87.28
F8

88.55

0.86

resembling noise. Also, one can see that a DER maximum is located
in this smooth region of DER corresponding to smaller in accordance with [35].
It is worth noting that scale parameter, corresponding to
DER maximum, shifts to smaller values as sensor density
decreases.
DER values for the composite beams are calculated according
to the procedure described in Section 4.3. The range for scale
parameters is chosen to be from 1 till 16 as it is observed than
the increase of this range does not significantly contribute to
wavelet performance enhancement. In total, 16 wavelet functions, found in Matlab Wavelet Toolbox under the section of
2D Continuous Wavelet Transform, are used. These wavelets
include families such as Dog (Derivative of Gaussian), Morlet,
Mexican hat and single wavelets Pet Hat, Wheel, Fan, Sinc. The
results are shown in Table 8 for all wavelets, whereas cases with

best and worst performance are shown in Fig. 13. In this figure,
the maximum value of DER and the corresponding scale factor
are depicted.
Mexican Hat wavelet (composite beam 1) and Sinc wavelet
(composite beam 2) at respective scales are selected for SDI calculations in further steps as the performance of these wavelets is the
best (marked with green color in Table 8).

4.3.2. MSCS
The respective values of statistical measures, applied to data of
aluminium beams and DER histograms are shown in Table 9 and
Fig. 14, respectively. Again, these values are better for Beam 1.
Mode shape curvatures of healthy and damaged structures and
those obtained by an interpolation procedure are shown in Fig. 15
for both aluminium beams.
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Fig. 14. DER values for al Fourier functions. Left: Beam 1. Right: Beam 2.

Fig. 15. Mode shape curvatures obtained through interpolation and those of healthy and damaged structures. Top: Beam 1, bottom: Beam 2.

These responses are normalized with respect to a maximum
value of that particular curvature, which is the reason why the
amplitudes for healthy state and interpolation do not match. It
can bee seen that the largest value for a damaged structure corresponds to the location of damage.

Fourier series approximations F1–F8 are used to calculate DER
values of SDI for MSCS method. Results are shown in Table 10. It
is clearly seen that these results are better than those of CWT
method for both beams. Two points, namely, one point at each
end of the beam, are excluded from the computation as compared
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Table 10
DER values for best approximation function.
p

Number of points

Beam 1
F1

Beam 2
F3

1
2
3
4
5
6

147
73
48
36
28
23

93.19
93.92
94.30
95.20
94.03
91.71

89.41
91.37
92.07
93.40
93.20
89.27

to CWT method because in order to perform the difference algorithm (refer to Eq. (9)) two neighbouring points are required.
It is also noted that the best results are achieved at sensor density p = 4.
The optimum size of span for the least-squares fitting for composite beams is determined based on goodness-of-fit metrics,
namely, adjusted R2 value where the number of degrees of freedom
of the data is taken into account as opposed to ordinary R2. Sizes of
span, ranging from 1% to 20% are tested to obtain the best approximation. The results are shown in Fig. 16.

The values of adjusted R2 are about 80% and decrease with
increasing size of span for both beams. Also, the goodness-of-fit
decreases faster for the first beam. Therefore, a value of 0.05 is chosen for the span size (both beams).
4.4. Damage localization
4.4.1. CWT and MSCS – aluminium beams
The SDI distributions corresponding to scales with highest DER
(aluminium beams) are shown in Fig. 17. The highest peak is
located in the actual zone of damage between two vertical dashed
lines, thus damage is located. Large amplitude SDI value is also
found at the left end of Beam 1. For Beam 2 the highest peak is
located in the zone of damage, although for case p = 6 it is slightly
shifted outside this zone.
As the results suggest, the largest amplitude SDI peaks are
associated with the zone of damage. Nevertheless, considerable
values also occurred at the boundaries of beams. This effect,
known as boundary distortion, is attributed to the fact that operational deflection shapes are not continuous at the ends of a
structure due to boundary conditions. Commonly, this issue is
addressed by either generating additional mode shape data

Fig. 16. Performance of least-squares fitting versus size of span. Left: composite beam 1, right: composite beam 2.

Fig. 17. SDI distributions at p = 1, 3 and 6 (aluminium beams). Left: Beam 1, right: Beam 2.
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beyond the boundary using a cubic spline extrapolation
technique or applying some padding (zero, linear, symmetric)
methods [22].
In this study, by application of statistical hypothesis with damage localization confidence level of 99%, SDI values lower than a
threshold value of 3 are assigned a zero value.
Thresholds for SDI are applied to filter out smaller peaks that do
not contribute to damage. Although this approach significantly
improves damage identification results, large amplitude peaks at
the edges of both beams (MSCS) and at the left edge of Beam 1
(CWT) are still present. Thresholded SDI profiles are illustrated in
Figs. 18-19 for CWT and MSCS methods, respectively and corresponding DER values are depicted in Table 11. A threshold values
of 3 (SDI3), corresponding to 99% damage assessment confidence
was applied to all cases for CWT and MSCS methods.
As one can see in Table 11, MSCS method yields slightly better
damage identification results than CWT method and results for
Beam 1 are also slightly better than the ones for Beam 2.

corresponding to highest confidence of damage localization are
shown for each of composite beams.
The location of impact damage is clearly revealed through SDI
in an actual zone of impact for the first beam, whereas some small
SDI peaks are present in SDI profile of the second beam. Also, the
SDI values for the second beam are smaller than 3, meaning that
it is impossible to localize the damage with a confidence of 99%
for this beam.
Distributions of Standardized Damage Index for the MSCS
method are presented in Fig. 21. It can be seen that the location
of an impact damage is found in both beams. By application of
MSCS method, one can locate the damage with as much as 99%
confidence for both composite beams.

Table 11
DER values (in %) for thresholded standardized damage index (aluminium beams).
Beam 1

4.4.2. CWT and MSCS – composite beams
As for composite beams, SDI distributions over the whole area
of composite beams are shown in Fig. 20. Only the SDI distributions

Beam 2

CWT

MSCS

CWT

MSCS

SDI3
97.13

SDI3
98.45

SDI3
94.38

SDI3
97.20

Fig. 18. SDI with a threshold value of 3 distributions for aluminium beams (CWT). Left: Beam 1, right: Beam 2.

Fig. 19. SDI with a threshold value of 3 distributions for aluminium beams (MSCS). Left: Beam 1, right: Beam 2.
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Fig. 20. Standardized Damage Index distributions for composite beams (CWT in 2D method). Left: composite beam 1, right: composite beam 2.

Fig. 21. Standardized Damage Index distributions for composite beams (MSCS in 2D method). Left: composite beam 1, right: composite beam 2.

Table 12
DER values of SDI with and without thresholds for composite beams (MSCS method).

SDI DER (%)
SDI1.28 DER (%)
SDI2 DER (%)
SDI3 DER (%)

Composite beam 1

Composite beam 2

91.83
99.18
99.34
99.58

87.09
99.24
100
100

The respective DER values, including various levels of confidence for the presence of damage, are shown in Table 12 for both
composite beams. These DER values are, in general, higher than
those, corresponding to CWT method in 2D. Thus one can conclude

that MSCS method is not only simpler but also involves less tedious
analysis than CWT method.
4.4.3. The effect of sensor density
The effect of varying sensor density on damage localization is
studied for both aluminium beams and for both methods. The corresponding results are illustrated in Fig. 22. In general, performance of MSCS method is superior to that of CWT. First of all,
DER variations for MSCS method between the largest and smallest
sensor densities are smaller and therefore more stable than those
for CWT. Secondly, DER values themselves are higher for all sensor
densities.
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Fig. 22. Maximum of DER values versus sensor density. Left: Beam 1, right: Beam 2.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, an experimental validation of the applicability of
mode shape based spatial Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
technique and Mode Shape Curvature Squares (MSCS) method for
detection and localization of damage in beam structure are presented and results are compared. Damage is successfully localized
by applying an algorithm involving standardization of damage
indices and a subsequent decision making based on results from
statistical hypothesis testing. Both methods provide reliable information about the location of damage in two aluminium beams
containing different sizes of single mill-cut damage and also in
two carbon composite beams containing different severities of
impact damage with all beams at clamped-clamped boundary conditions. Overall, 8 interpolation functions of Fourier series, and 78
different wavelet functions are tested at scale parameters from 1 to
128 (aluminium beams) and 16 two-dimensional wavelet functions at scales 1–16 are tested for carbon composite beams. The
following findings are reported:
 While, in general, the data of a healthy structure is a necessity
in order for Mode Shape Curvature methods to work, it is
demonstrated that this is not necessary – mode shape curvatures of a healthy structure are obtained through interpolation
of damaged mode shape curvature with Fourier series
functions.
 It is necessary to test all available wavelet functions and Fourier
series functions of all orders to identify the best function for
damage identification algorithm. There are a lot more wavelet
functions than Fourier series orders; therefore, proposed Mode
Shape Curvature-based method is more robust.
 A likelihood of damage localization for both methods is
described with a Damage Estimate Reliability parameter. Analysis of this parameter versus wavelet scale is necessary to
determine the scale that yields the best damage identification
results. It is observed that Damage Estimate Reliability curves
are overall smoother for larger sensor densities and for smaller
scales.
 Both methods show reliable damage identification performance
in terms of Damage Estimate Reliability parameter, although for
Mode Shape Curvature Squares method these results are, in
general, better and more stable with varying sensor density.
 It is a well-known fact, that wavelet scales are inversely proportional to their pseudo frequency. These pseudo frequencies are
needed for comparison between different wavelets in a charac-

terization of particular phenomenon. It is observed that pseudo
frequencies corresponding to maximum Damage Estimate Reliability parameter exhibit a shift towards higher values with
increasing sensor density.
 A statistical hypothesis approach is exploited to classify
whether the element of structure is damaged or not. Standardized Damage Indices are then thresholded to ascertain for damage localization confidence. Threshold value of 3, corresponding
to 99% confidence is chosen for both methods. It is found, that
Mode Shape Curvature squares method yields better results
also considering the application of thresholds with damage estimate reliability parameter exceeding 98%, although large amplitude Standardized Damage Index values are still present at the
edges of both beams.
 Both of proposed damage localization methods are able to
reveal the location of damage not only in beam, but in plate
structures as well as demonstrated with composite beams
whose deflection shapes are measured in two dimensions.
Impact damage of two different severities, namely, 10 J and
15 J was applied to these beams via low velocity impact. It is
worth noting that although both methods have succeeded,
Mode Shape Curvature Squares once again has proved to be
the simplest of the two in terms of implementation and the
amount of analysis is reduced due to the fact that DER values
do not have to be calculated at different parameters as it is typical for Continuous Wavelet Transform.
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